It is known that the basic tensor valuations which, by a result of S. Alesker, span the vector space of tensor-valued, continuous, isometry covariant valuations on convex bodies, are not linearly independent. P. McMullen has discovered linear dependences between these basic valuations and has implicitly raised the question as to whether these are essentially the only ones. The present paper provides a positive answer to this question. The dimension of the vector space of continuous, isometry covariant tensor valuations, of a fixed rank and of a given degree of homogeneity, is explicitly determined. The approach is constructive and permits one to provide a specific basis.
§1. Introduction
A function ϕ from the space K n of convex bodies in Euclidean space R n (n ≥ 2) into some Abelian group is a valuation if it satisfies ϕ(K 1 ∪ K 2 ) + ϕ(K 1 ∩ K 2 ) = ϕ(K 1 ) + ϕ(K 2 ) whenever K 1 , K 2 , K 1 ∪ K 2 ∈ K n . The vector space of real valuations on K n that are continuous (with respect to the Hausdorff metric) and invariant under rigid motions is spanned by the intrinsic volumes and thus has dimension n + 1. This is the celebrated characterization theorem of Hadwiger, one of the central results of classical convex geometry. Surveys on valuations were given in [15] and [13] . More recently, there are important new developments, beginning with an elegant proof of Hadwiger's theorem by Klain [11] , and culminating in the work of S. Alesker. Among the results of Alesker is the proof in [5] of a conjecture of McMullen [12] on the classification of the continuous, translation invariant, real valuations. The space of these valuations is of infinite dimension. On the other hand, Alesker [4] showed the following. If G is a compact subgroup of the orthogonal group acting transitively on the unit sphere of R n , then the space of G-invariant, translation invariant, continuous real valuations is finitedimensional. For the cases of the groups U (n) on C n R 2n and SU (2) on C 2 R 4 , Alesker [6, 7] determined these spaces and their dimensions explicitly.
As a natural generalization of the motion invariant real valuations, McMullen [14] introduced isometry covariant tensor valuations, and he formulated the aim to find a characterization of such valuations, under continuity assumptions. To explain this, we denote by T r the vector space of symmetric tensors of rank r ∈ N 0 (the nonnegative integers) over R n (we use the scalar product of R n to identify R n with its dual space). The symmetric tensor product of symmetric tensors a, b is denoted by ab. We write x r for the r-fold symmetric tensor product of x ∈ R n . The normalization is chosen so that x r = x ⊗ · · · ⊗ x (with r factors x). A tensor valuation on K n is a valuation on K n with values in T := r∈N 0 T r . The tensor valuation ϕ is said to be isometry covariant if it has the following two properties: (a) ϕ(UK) = U (ϕ(K)) for all K ∈ K n and all U ∈ O(n) (the orthogonal group of R n ), where U also denotes the canonical extension to T; (b) there is a number s ∈ N such that ϕ maps into s r=0 T r , and there are functions ϕ j : K n → s r=0 T r , for j = 0, . . . , s, such that
for K ∈ K n and t ∈ R n . (Thus, ϕ has polynomial behavior. Polynomial valuations were first studied, on polytopes, by Pukhlikov and Khovanskiȋ [17] .) The continuity of such a tensor valuation refers to the natural induced topology on s r=0 T r . A tensor valuation taking its values in T p is said to be of rank p. Examples are obtained as follows. If B n denotes the unit ball of R n and if > 0, then, for p ∈ N 0 and K ∈ K n ,
is a polynomial in of degree at most n + p. The coefficients of this generalized Steiner polynomial (which were studied in [21] ) are isometry covariant, continuous tensor valuations of rank p. They span the linear space of all such valuations in the cases where p = 0 (Hadwiger's theorem) or p = 1. The latter was proved by Hadwiger and Schneider [10] , based on results in [18, 19] (since one of the coefficients of the Steiner formula for p = 1 vanishes identically, the space again has dimension n + 1). For p ≥ 2, however, the coefficients of the Steiner polynomial are not sufficient to span the corresponding space. For obtaining sufficiently many isometry covariant tensor valuations, we need the support measures (or generalized curvature measures) Λ 0 (K, ·), . . . , Λ n−1 (K, ·) of a convex body K ∈ K n . We briefly recall their definition. Let · , · be the scalar product and · the norm in R n . For x ∈ R n , let p(K, x) denote the metric projection of x to K, and put u(K, x) := (x − p(K, x))/ x − p(K, x) for x / ∈ K. Let S n−1 denote the unit sphere in R n . Then, for any > 0 and Borel set η ⊂ Σ := R n × S n−1 , the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure (volume) H n of the local parallel set
This defines the support measures. For further information, see [20, Section 4.2] (but observe the different normalization used there) and [22] .
For K ∈ K n and integers r,
where ω n = 2π n/2 /Γ(n/2) is the surface area of S n−1 (the normalizing factors will have a simplifying effect later). Each function Φ k,r,s is a continuous, isometry covariant tensor valuation on K n . The same properties are shared by Q l Φ k,r,s for l ∈ N 0 , where Q denotes the (constant) metric tensor defined by Q(x, y) := x, y . We call the functions Φ k,r,s , for r, s ∈ N 0 and either k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} or (k, s) = (n, 0), the Minkowski tensors (since for r + s = 0 they were introduced by Minkowski), and the functions Q l Φ k,r,s , where l ∈ N 0 and Φ k,r,s is a Minkowski tensor, are called the basic tensor valuations. To simplify the sum notation, we put Φ k,r,s := 0 if k / ∈ {0, . . . , n}, or if r or s is not in N 0 , or if k = n and s = 0. A function Φ k,r,s will be called nontrivial if it is a Minkowski tensor.
When McMullen [14] introduced these tensor valuations, he also discovered that they satisfy the relations
for k, r ∈ N 0 . (An analytical proof, different from McMullen's polytope approach, was indicated in [22] , based on [21] .) McMullen found this to suggest that the characterization problem might not be straightforward, and later in [14] he collected evidence for any solution to be rather complicated. Surprisingly, it turned out that Alesker's work [2] on rotation invariant valuations on convex sets put him in a position to solve McMullen's characterization problem, right after it had been formulated. Alesker showed that the basic tensor valuations Q l Φ k,r,s , with suitable choices of integers l, k, r, s, indeed span the vector space of all isometry covariant, continuous tensor valuations of a fixed rank. Based on [2] , he announced in [1] and proved in [3] the following theorem. This is a very remarkable extension of the known results for p = 0 and p = 1, but leaves open the determination of a basis and thus of the dimension of the space of continuous, isometry covariant tensor valuations of given rank. The spanning system provided by Alesker's theorem is not linearly independent, by (1.1). The problem of determining all linear dependences between the basic tensor valuations came up soon after McMullen had found (1.1). The main purpose of the present paper is a proof of the fact that the relations (1.1) are essentially (that is, up to multiplications by powers of Q and linear combinations) the only linear dependences between the basic tensor valuations. A precise result is stated in Theorem 2.1. In §3, we investigate the problem of determining the dimension and a basis of the vector space of continuous, isometry covariant tensor valuations of given rank.
As an example, we mention the simplest new case, the vector space of continuous, isometry covariant tensor valuations of rank two on K n . It has dimension 3n + 1, and a basis is given by • QΦ j,0,0 , j = 0, . . . , n; • Φ j,2,0 , j = 0, . . . , n;
This could still be deduced by a direct argument, but it is also a very special consequence of a general result in §3 (cf. also §4). Since (1.1) yields the formula
for k = 1, . . . , n − 1, we can replace Φ j,0,2 , for j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, by Φ j,1,1 , for j ∈ {0, . . . , n − 2}, in the displayed basis. For tensor valuations of higher rank, the situation turns out to be considerably more complicated.
Finally in this Introduction, we mention that the Minkowski tensors have also begun to play a role (at least, up to rank two) in the applied sciences, as tools in the morphometry of spatial patterns; see [9, 8] , for example. §2. Linear dependences
In this section, we prove that the relations between basic tensor valuations discovered by McMullen are essentially the only ones, namely, that any linear relation between basic tensor valuations can be obtained by multiplying relations of the form (1.1) by powers of Q and by taking linear combinations of relations obtained in this way. A more formal assertion is stated below. Multiplying (1.1) by a power of Q, we obtain the relations
for l ∈ N 0 , r ∈ N, and k ∈ {0, . . . , n + r − 2}. We want to show that linear combinations of such relations yield all linear relations between basic tensor valuations. At one point of the proof, we need the existence of some convex body K for which Φ k,0,s (K) with given s ≥ 2 does not contain Q as a factor. The somewhat intricate verification of this property is deferred to the Appendix (see Lemma 5.3) , so that first the main line of the argument can be presented. For the proof of the main assertion, it is sufficient to consider tensor valuations of given rank and degree of homogeneity. For p, k ∈ N 0 , let T p,k denote the real vector space of tensor valuations of rank p and homogeneity degree k that are continuous and isometry covariant. If we put In particular, T p,k = {0} for k > n + p.
For k ≤ n + p, we define a (p, k)-dependence as a function α :
The value α(l, m, r, s) will be called the (l, m, r, s)-coordinate of α. With the natural definitions, the set of (p, k)-dependences is a real vector space, which we denote by D p,k . Any equation (2.1) with 2l + r = p defines a (p, k)-dependence α, by taking for α(l , m , r , s ) the coefficient of Q l Φ m ,r ,s if this basic tensor valuation appears in the relation, and 0 otherwise. A (p, k)-dependence obtained in this way will be called a basic (p, k)-dependence.
Proof. First, let p = 0. Then k ∈ {0, . . . , n} and, for any such k,
Next, let p = 1, and hence k ∈ {0, . . . , n + 1}. From (2.1) we get (2.2) 2πΦ m,0,1 = 0 for m = 0, . . . , n − 1.
We have B 1,0 = {Φ 0,0,1 } and Φ 0,0,1 = 0; hence D 1,0 is one-dimensional and is spanned by the basic (1, 0)-dependence given by (2.2) for m = 0. We note that for m ∈ {0, . . . , n} we have Φ m,1,0 = 0, since Φ m,1,0 (C) = 0 for a cube C having one of its vertices at the origin.
Let k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Then
where Φ k,0,1 = 0 by (2.2) and Φ k−1,1,0 = 0. Hence, D 1,k is again one-dimensional and is spanned by the basic (1, k)-dependence. Finally, let k ∈ {n, n + 1}. Then
Thus, in each case, D 1,k is spanned by the basic (1, k)-dependences. Now let p ≥ 2 and assume that the assertion of the theorem is true for the spaces D r,k with r < p and arbitrary k ≤ n + r. We shall show that then the assertion of the theorem is true for D p,k with k ≤ n + p.
We start with k = 0. We have
for r = 1, 3, . . . , p if p is odd, and r = 2, 4, . . . , p if p is even.
This shows in each case that the space spanned by the basic (p, 0)-dependences and the space D p,0 of all (p, 0)-dependences have the same dimension. Now we assume that k ≥ 1. If k ∈ {n + p − 1, n + p}, then I p,k = {(0, k − p, p, 0)} and Φ k−p,p,0 = 0. In these two cases, D p,k−p = {0} is spanned by the basic (p, k − p)dependence (0, k − p, p, 0) → 0. Hence, throughout the following, we shall assume that
Since here 2l + r + s = p and m + r = k, we rewrite the relation as 
Since T has no zero divisors, this implies the linear relation l≥1, s≥0
between basic tensor valuations of rank p − 2 and homogeneity degree k and hence determines a (p − 2, k)-dependence. By the inductive assumption, D p−2,k is spanned by the basic (p − 2, k)-dependences. But then the (p, k)-dependence corresponding to (2.5) is spanned by basic (p, k)-dependences (we use the linear map D p−2,k → D p,k that is induced by multiplying linear relations by Q).
We may assume that either α 0,s Φ k−p+s,p−s,s = 0 for some s ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}, or α 0,s Φ k−p+s,p−s,s = 0 for all s ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1} and α 0,p Φ k,0,p = 0.
To analyze the coefficients in (2.5), we use the translation covariance of the basic tensor valuations. For K ∈ K n and t ∈ R n , we have
Applying (2.6) to (2.5) and comparing the coefficients of t 1 , we obtain
This is a linear relation between basic tensor valuations of rank p − 1 and homogeneity degree k − 1 and hence determines a
By the inductive assumption, the same is true for every element of D p−1,k−1 . This is a contradiction.
Hence, we know that α 0,
This is also the uniquely determined linear relation of the form (2.1) which involves one of the functionals
By the inductive assumption, the same is true for every element of D p−1,k−1 , in particular forᾱ. We conclude that α 0,s = c · 2πs for s = 1, . . . , p − 1, whence
Thus, (2.5) is equivalent to the relation
with α = α 0,s 0 /(2πs 0 ) = 0. In the still excluded case s 0 = p, relation (2.8) is also fulfilled, because then we can assume α 0,s = 0 for s = 1, . . . , p − 1. In this case, (2.8) is true with α = 0 and α 0,p = 0.
Subtracting a multiple of (2.1) (with l = 0, r = p) from (2.8), we arrive at
The construction of such a body is postponed to the Appendix (see Lemma 5.3) . Taking its existence for granted, we deduce that α 0,p = 2παp = 0, so that (2.5) takes the equivalent form
Subtracting again a multiple of (2.1) (with l = 0, r = p) from this equation, we obtain
which is equivalent to
with suitable constants β l,s ∈ R. The latter is equivalent to
Relation (2.10) defines a (p−2, k)-dependence. By the inductive assumption, it is spanned by basic (p − 2, k)-dependences. But then (2.9), which is equivalent to (2.5), shows that the (p, k)-dependence corresponding to (2.5) is spanned by basic (p, k)-dependences.
If k ≥ n, then Φ k,0,p is equal to zero by definition, and we can argue as before. This shows that in any case the assertion of the theorem is true for functionals of rank p, which completes the induction. As a consequence, we obtain the following corollary. The assumptions p ≥ 2 and k ≥ 1 in the corollary cannot be avoided. Proof. For k = n + p the only functional occurring is Φ n,p,0 = 0, and for k = n + p − 1 the only one is Φ n−1,p,0 = 0. Hence, in the following we can assume that k ≤ n + p − 2.
For p = 2 and k ≤ n, we have to consider the functionals Φ k−2+s,2−s,s for s ∈ {0, 1, 2}, which are nontrivial. Suppose there were a linear relation between them. By Remark 2.2, it must (up to a nonzero constant) be given by In this section, we use Theorem 2.1 for determining the dimension of the vector space T p,k = lin{Q l Φ m,r,s : (l, m, r, s) ∈ I p,k } of T p -valued, continuous, isometry covariant valuations on K n , which are homogeneous of degree k. In the course of the proof (see Lemma 3.2), we also determine a particular basis for this vector space. Examples will be given in the subsequent section. Then
Proof. First, we consider the case of p = 0. For 0 ≤ k ≤ n, T 0,k = lin{Φ k,0,0 } and Φ k,0,0 = 0, hence
This is consistent with (3.1). For p = 1, we know from §2 that T 1,0 = {0} and, for k ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1},
This, too, is consistent with (3.1).
Let p ≥ 2. The case k = 0 is easy. By (2.4),
which is consistent with (3.1). From now on we assume that k ≥ 1. We shall decompose T p,k into a sum of linear subspaces and then into a direct sum. For this purpose, for j ∈ N 0 with 0 ≤ j ≤ j 0 we define the linear subspaces Here summation effectively extends over j ∈ {0, . . . , j 0 }. First we determine the dimension of T j p,k for 0 ≤ j ≤ j 0 . Let A j p,k denote the number of basic tensor valuations Q j Φ k−p+2j+s,p−2j−s,s ∈ T j p,k with s ∈ {0, . . . , p − 2j}. In order to ensure that Q j Φ k−p+2j+s,p−2j−s,s be a basic tensor valuation, we must have either 0 ≤ k − p + 2j + s ≤ n − 1 and 0 ≤ s ≤ p − 2j (observe that by the definition of j 0 we always have p − 2j ≥ 0), or k − p + 2j + s = n and s = 0, and each of these conditions is also sufficient. The first set of conditions is equivalent to
Note that this cannot be satisfied for 2j = n + p − k. The second set of conditions is equivalent to 2j = n + p − k and s = 0. Hence, we obtain 
for all j ∈ N 0 with j ≤ j 0 and j ≤ (p/2) − 1; here the second restriction is imposed in view of the assumption p − 2j ≥ 2 needed in the application of Corollary 2.3. The remaining cases are easily settled. If p is odd, we may have p − 2j 0 = 1. Then (3.3) yields
If p is even, we may have p − 2j 0 = 0. Then (3.2) shows that
The dimension dim T 0 p,k has already been determined in (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7). Since p ≥ 2, the definition of j 0 implies that n + p − k = 0 or n + p − k = 1. Hence, (3.4) and (3.5) imply
which is consistent with (3.1). Now we assume that j 0 ≥ 1 and transform the right-hand side of
into a direct sum. For each of the corresponding summands T j p,k , a basis is provided by the basic tensor valuations in (3.8) . A counting argument then completes the proof.
In both cases, this is a nontrivial functional. By Corollary 2.3, the basic tensor valuations spanning T j p,k are linearly independent. Hence, if one of these is deleted, then the dimension of the span is reduced by one. This proves (3.9).
We prove (3.10) by induction. For this, we assert that the relation
is true for 1 ≤ j ≤ j 0 . This will be proved by induction on j. The assertion of the lemma then follows by putting j = j 0 . Since s 0 Φ k−p+s 0 ,p−s 0 ,s 0 is nontrivial, and by Corollary 2.3, we obtain
By the definition of T 0 p,k , we have
this already completes the proof.
Let 2 ≤ j ≤ j 0 and assume that (3.11) has been proved for all integers less than j. By the inductive assumption, It follows as before that the space on the right-hand side has dimension one and that
and thus
This finishes the induction and, with it, the proof of the lemma.
We have obtained the decomposition
and for the corresponding dimensions we get
Equation (3.5) shows that dim T j p,k = A j p,k for j = 0, . . . , j 0 − 1. From (3.5) and (3.4) in the case where j 0 ≤ (p/2) − 1, and from (3.6) or (3.7) in the case where j 0 > (p/2) − 1, we deduce that
Using (3.4), we finally get
Since p − k − 2j ≥ 0 if and only if 2j ≤ p − k, we can simplify the preceding expression by putting
Here we have used the fact that either j 1 ≤ j 0 − 1, or j 1 = j 0 and p − k − 2j 0 = 0. This confirms the asserted expression for the dimension. §4. Bases for small ranks Theorem 3.1 provides the dimension of T p,k ; the proof shows how a basis of T p,k can be found in principle. Now we apply the employed method to determine explicit bases for the spaces T p,k of ranks p ≤ 3.
Proposition.
The following list provides bases for the spaces T p,k up to rank three. Rank 0
• T 0,k for k = 0, . . . , n: a basis is {Φ k,0,0 }.
Proof. For tensors of rank p = 0 and p = 1, bases are well known. Here we have T 0,k = lin{Φ k,0,0 }, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, T 1,k = lin{Φ k−1,1,0 }, 1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1.
In addition, we remark that the tensor valuations Φ 0,0,0 , . . . , Φ n,0,0 are linearly independent, and Φ 0,1,0 , . . . , Φ n,1,0 are linearly independent. Next we consider the case of p = 2. For arbitrary k ∈ N 0 , we get T 0 2,k = lin{Φ k,0,2 , Φ k−1,1,1 , Φ k−2,2,0 }, T 1 2,k = lin{QΦ k,0,0 }. The linear relation (2.1) that corresponds to integers k ∈ N 0 and p = 2 is
First, let k = 0. Then j 0 = 1, j 1 = 1, and hence dim T 2,0 = 1 by Theorem 3.1. Specifically, we have T 0 2,0 = lin{Φ 0,0,2 } and T 1 2,0 = lin{QΦ 0,0,0 }. Equation (4.1) reduces to 4πΦ 0,0,2 = QΦ 0,0,0 , hence a basis of T 2,0 is precisely {QΦ 0,0,0 }. Now we consider the cases of 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, where j 0 = 1. For k = 1, 2 we obtain j 1 = 0, and otherwise we get j 1 = −1. Hence, Theorem 3.1 yields dim T 2,k = 2 if k = 1 and dim T 2,k = 3 otherwise.
The subspaces T 0 2,k and T 1 2,k have the same form as in the general case. In the present case, the functionals in (4.1) are nontrivial. Thus, we get
Therefore, a basis of T 2,k = T 0 2,k ⊕ T 1 2,k is given by
For k = n, we have j 0 = 1 and j 1 = 0 if n = 1, 2, but j 1 = −1 in all other cases. Hence, Theorem 3.1 implies that dim T 2,n = 1 if n = 1, and dim T 2,n = 2 if n ≥ 2. We have T 0 2,n = lin{Φ n−1,1,1 , Φ n−2,2,0 } and T 1 2,n = lin{QΦ n,0,0 }. The linear relation (4.1) shows that 2πΦ n−1,1,1 = QΦ n,0,0 . Therefore, we get T 0 2,n = lin{Φ n−2,2,0 }. Hence, a basis of T 2,n is {Φ n−2,2,0 , QΦ n,0,0 }, where the first functional must be deleted if n = 1.
It remains to consider the cases of n + 1 ≤ k ≤ n + 2, where j 0 = 0 and j 1 = 0 if n = 1 and k = 2, and j 1 = −1 in all other cases. In any case, Theorem 3.1 implies that dim T 2,k = 1. Moreover, we have T 0 2,k = lin{Φ k−2,2,0 }. This finally leads to T 2,k = T 0 2,k = lin{Φ k−2,2,0 }. We remark that the method used here to select a basis of T 2,k is not the only one. For p = 2, it would be even simpler to consider the set {Φ k,0,2 , Φ k−1,1,1 , Φ k−2,2,0 }. It is clear from what we have done so far that these functionals provide a basis, with the understanding that trivial functionals are removed. However, the method described here has the advantage of being applicable for arbitrary rank p. Now we consider valuations of rank p = 3. For arbitrary k ∈ N 0 , we have
3,k = lin{QΦ k−1,1,0 , QΦ k,0,1 } = lin{QΦ k−1,1,0 }. The linear relation from (2.1) that corresponds to integers k ∈ N 0 and p = 3 is
Let k = 0 or k = 1. Then j 0 = 1, and we have Hence, {Φ 0,0,3 } is a basis of T 3,0 , because T 1 3,0 = {0}. Further, a basis of T 3,1 is given by {Φ 1,0,3 , QΦ 0,1,0 }. Let 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1. Then again j 0 = 1. Since 0 ≤ k − 2 ≤ n − 1, the functional Φ k−2,2,1 on the left-hand side of (4.2) is nontrivial. In these cases, a basis of T 3,k is precisely the set of nontrivial functionals belonging to {Φ k,0,
Finally, let k = n + 2 or k = n + 3. Then j 0 = 0 and T 3,k = T 0 3,k = lin{Φ k−3,3,0 }, because the other functionals are trivial. Therefore, {Φ k−3,3,0 } is a basis in these two cases. §5. Appendix
In this section, we provide the construction of the special convex bodies whose existence was needed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. The crucial result, Lemma 5.3, is preceded by two preparatory lemmas. 
Proof. Define the auxiliary polynomial
Then we get p(x, y)(x 2 + y 2 ) = α n x n + α n−1 x n−1 y 1 + . . . + α 2 x 2 y n−2
Hence,
which implies the assertion of the lemma.
Next, we introduce a sequence of numbers which will be needed in the proof of Lemma 5.3. For k ∈ N 0 and for odd numbers r ∈ N we define
and f k (−1) := 0. 2 r−2 ( r−1 2 )! and can also be represented by (5.4) f k (r) = (−1)
.
Proof. For the proof of the recursion, we write r = 2m + 1 with m ∈ N 0 and define
Then we have
Zeilberger's algorithm (see [16] ) produces the function
which satisfies the identity
for j = 0, . . . , m − 1 and m ≥ 1. This can be checked directly as follows. For 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, 
for all t ∈ (0, 1] with
We multiply (5.12) by √ 1 + t 2 s−1 and see that (5.12) cannot be true for all t ∈ (0, 1]: for odd s, the resulting polynomial has nonzero highest coefficient, while for even s it would follow that √ 1 + t 2 , multiplied by a nonzero polynomial, yields a polynomial. Thus, we have proved the assertion of the lemma in the case where n = 2.
We turn to the case of general n ≥ 3 and k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. We define the (k + 1)simplex For the k-dimensional volumes of these k-faces, we obtain Using the comments preceding the statement of the lemma, we get Φ (L (k) ) k,0,s (P (k) ) =
First, we treat the case of k = n − 1. If s is even, from Φ n−1,0,s (P (n−2) ) = 1 s!ω s+1 (e s n + (−e n ) s )H n−1 (P (n−2) ) we conclude that the assertion of the lemma is true. Now let s be odd. Aiming at a contradiction, we assume the existence of some v ∈ T s−2 such that Φ n−1,0,s (P (n−1) ) = Qv.
We apply both sides of this relation to the s-tuple (x, . . . , x) with x = (x 1 , 0, . . . , 0, x n ) ∈ R n . Then the polynomial Φ n−1,0,s (P (n−1) )(x, . . . , x) in the variables x 1 , x n is a multiple of Q(x, x) = x 2 1 + x 2 n . Observing that Φ (L (n−1) ) n−1,0,s = Φ n−1,0,s , from (5.13) we deduce the formula Φ n−1,0,s (P (n−1) )(x, . . . , x)
We view the right-hand side as a polynomial in x 1 , x n and apply Lemma 5. which is a contradiction for n > 2 and s ≥ 2. This settles the case where k = n − 1 in the lemma. Finally, we consider the cases where k < n − 1. Let s ≥ 2 be an arbitrary integer. A special case of (5.10) gives Φ k,0,s (P (k) ) = j≥0 Q((L (k) ) ⊥ ) j (4π) j j! Φ (L (k) ) k,0,s−2j (P (k) ).
We apply both sides to the s-tuple (x, . . . , x) with x = (x 1 , 0, . . . , 0, x n ) ∈ R n . Using (5.13), we obtain Φ k,0,s (P (k) )(x, . . . , x) = Here and in the following, summation with respect to j is restricted to j ≤ s/2. In order to arrive at a contradition, we again assume that the left-hand side is a multiple of x 2 1 + x 2 n . Then Lemma 5.1 implies that
Using
we find that (5.15) is equivalent to First, we consider the case where s is even. Since
